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            Abstract
One of the hallmarks of the cerebral cortex is the extreme diversity of interneurons1,2,3. The two largest subtypes of cortical interneurons, parvalbumin- and somatostatin-positive cells, are morphologically and functionally distinct in adulthood but arise from common lineages within the medial ganglionic eminence4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11. This makes them an attractive model for studying the generation of cell diversity. Here we examine how developmental changes in transcription and chromatin structure enable these cells to acquire distinct identities in the mouse cortex. Generic interneuron features are first detected upon cell cycle exit through the opening of chromatin at distal elements. By constructing cell-type-specific gene regulatory networks, we observed that parvalbumin- and somatostatin-positive cells initiate distinct programs upon settling within the cortex. We used these networks to model the differential transcriptional requirement of a shared regulator, Mef2c, and confirmed the accuracy of our predictions through experimental loss-of-function experiments. We therefore reveal how a common molecular program diverges to enable these neuronal subtypes to acquire highly specialized properties by adulthood. Our methods provide a framework for examining the emergence of cellular diversity, as well as for quantifying and predicting the effect of candidate genes on cell-type-specific development.
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                    Fig. 1: Distal chromatin elements provide the earliest markers of interneuron identity.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Remodelling of interneuron chromatin architecture during migration and post-settling.[image: ]


Fig. 3: The maturation of gene networks is characterized by the emergence of cell-type-specific regulatory interactions.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Loss of Mef2c disproportionately affects the gene regulatory landscape of PV cells.[image: ]
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                Data Availability

              
              All sequencing data produced for this study are available at the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) at accession number GSE165233.

            

Code Availability

              
              The ChromA package, used for peak calling in all scATACâ€“seq datasets, is available at https://github.com/marianogabitto/ChromA. The CellRanger and CellRanger ATAC pipelines, used for preprocessing of scRNA-seq and scATACâ€“seq libraries, respectively, are available at https://support.10xgenomics.com/single-cell-gene-expression/software/downloads/latest and https://support.10xgenomics.com/single-cell-atac/software/downloads/latest. The snapATAC package, used for downstream analysis of scATACâ€“seq datasets, is available at https://github.com/r3fang/SnapATAC. The Seurat package, used for scRNA-seq analysis and integration of scRNA-seq and scATACâ€“seq datasets, is available at https://github.com/satijalab/seurat. Scripts for analysis are available at https://github.com/marianogabitto/ChromatinDynamics2020-Analysis.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Quality control of embryonic scRNA-seq samples and mitotic versus postmitotic discrimination.
a, Number of cells in Dlx6aâˆ’ and Dlx6a+ scRNA-seq datasets collected from E13 MGE in Dlx6a-Cre;Ai9 mice and multiome dataset in E13 MGE wild type mice. b, Mean reads per cell in Dlx6aâˆ’, Dlx6a+ and multiome scRNA-seq datasets. c, Median genes detected per cell in Dlx6aâˆ’, Dlx6a+ and multiome scRNA-seq datasets. d, Fraction of cells scored to be in G2/M or S phase of the cycle cycle at each maturation score. Blue line indicates cells from the Dlx6âˆ’ dataset, red line indicates cells from the Dlx6+ dataset. e, Diffusion map of E13 Dlx6aâˆ’ and Dlx6a+ MGE scRNA-seq data color-coded by assignment to a mitotic (red) or postmitotic (blue) state. f, Percentage of cycling cells as a function of the position along the maturation trajectoryÂ color-coded by assignment to a mitotic (red) or postmitotic (blue) state in E13 Dlx6aâˆ’ and Dlx6a+ MGE scRNA-seq datasets. g, Diffusion map of E13 multiome MGE scRNA-seq data color-coded by assignment to a mitotic (red) or postmitotic (blue) state. h, Percentage of cycling cells as a function of the position along the maturation trajectoryÂ color-coded by assignment to a mitotic (red) or postmitotic (blue) state in E13 multiome MGE scRNA-seq dataset. i, Line plots indicating the promoter accessibility (blue) and gene expression (red) for six developmentally-regulated genes.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Developmental characterization of embryonic E13 MGE cells surveyed using scRNA-seq, scATAC-seq, and multiomic methods.
a, Analysis of Dlx6aâˆ’, Dlx6a+ and multiome scRNA-seq datasets collected from E13 MGE in Dlx6aâˆ’Cre;Ai9 mice and multiome dataset in E13 MGE wild type mice. b, Analysis of Dlx6aâˆ’, Dlx6a+ and multiome scATAC-seq datasets collected from E13 MGE in Dlx6aâˆ’Cre;Ai9 mice and multiome dataset in E13 MGE wild type mice. i, Dlx6+/âˆ’ FAC-sorted and multiome cells. ii, Unbiased cluster annotation. iii, Dlx6+ and Dlx6âˆ’ annotation. iv, Cell cycling phase annotation. v, Pseudotime annotation. vi, Mitotic and postmitotic cell annotation. In ii-vi, Annotations are performed on scRNA-seq datasets and transferred to scATAC-seq datasets through the multiome dataset. scRNA- and scATAC-seq low dimensional representation reflects UMAP embedding. vii, Average gene expression and promoter accessibility for unbiased clusters.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Orthogonal maturation trajectory methods reveal branching fates in postmitotic MGE cells at E13.
a, Palantir Analysis of Analysis of Dlx6aâˆ’, Dlx6a+ and multiome scRNA-seq postmitotic cells. b, UMAP Analysis of Analysis of Dlx6aâˆ’, Dlx6a+ and multiome scRNA-seq postmitotic cells. c, Diffusion Maps Analysis of Analysis of Dlx6aâˆ’, Dlx6a+ and multiome scRNA-seq postmitotic cells. For a, b, c:i, Unbiased clustering annotation. ii, Branch trajectories color-coded by slingshot pseudotime. iii, Gene expression for mitotic marker (Fabp7) and branch-specific marker (Zic1, Meis2, Maf). iv, For Palantir, cells are color coded by Palatir Pseudotime or Differentiation Potential. d, Confusion matrix reveals agreement of branch labels between different trajectory methods. e, TFs with binding motif highly enriched in a branch specific manner. f, Average gene expression across branches for TFs in e.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Chromatin accessibility precedes gene expression in branch 1- specific genes.
a, Heat map depicting gene expression, Promoter and distal elements accessibility throughout branch 1 pseudotime for loci +/âˆ’ 500kb around six branch 1 - specific genes. Distal elements are selected based on the relevance for classifying branch 1 cells. For each gene, row 1 shows gene expression, row 2 promoter accessibility, row 3 aggregated accessibility and the remaining rows are distal branch 1 classifying elements. Each trace has been smoothed using the lowess function in R. b, Gene expression, Promoter and Aggregated accessibility throughout branch 1 pseudotime for 10 branch 1 - specific genes. c, Only postmitotic cells are classified as branch neurons by supervised classification methods. câˆ’i) Classification of E13 cells into mitotic or postmitotic cells based on cell cycle RNA score. câˆ’ii) Classification of E13 cells into mitotic or branch 1,2,3 lineages based on chromatin accessibility.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Analysis of MGE-derived cortical interneuron scRNA-seq datasets from E18 through P28.
aâˆ’d, UMAP showing individual scRNA-seq datasets from Dlx6a+ labeled cortical neurons, subsetted for PV+ and SST+ interneurons, collected at E18 (a), P2 (b), P10 (c), and P28 (d). Left UMAP in each panel is color-coded by cluster identity (individually determined for each dataset). Right UMAP in each panel is color-coded by cardinal class. Bottom right UMAP in (c) and (d) is color-coded by cortical region of origin (anterior lateral motor cortex - ALM, primary visual cortex - V1). In (d), the right-most boxes show each cluster linked to its subtype identity, determined by expression of marker genes. e, Integration of E18, P2, P10, and P28 scRNA-seq datasets using Seurat CCA. Left UMAP is color-coded by timepoint, right is color-coded by cardinal class. f, Prediction score indicating the confidence of label transfer between each timepoint. Cluster labels were transferred from P2 to E18 (top), from P10 to P2 (middle) and from P28 and P10 (bottom). Label transfer prediction scores were lowest between P10 and P2 timepoints.


Extended Data Fig. 6 Analysis of MGE-derived interneuron scATAC-seq datasets from E18 through P28.
aâˆ’d, UMAP showing individual scATAC-seq datasets from Dlx6a+ labeled cortical neurons, subsetted for PV+ and SST+ interneurons, collected at E18 (a), P2 (b), P10 (c), and P28 (d). Left UMAP in each panel is color-coded by cluster identity (individually determined for each dataset). Top right of each panel shows gene body accessibility of Gad2 (interneuron marker gene), Lhx6 (MGE-derived interneuron marker gene), Tac1 or PV (PV cIN marker gene), and Sst (SST cIN marker gene).Â Bottom right UMAP in each panel is color-coded by cardinal class, determined by accessibility of cardinal-class specific loci (identified at P28) and confirmed by marker gene accessibility. SeeÂ methods for more information on cardinal class assignment in ATAC-seq data.Â Additional bottom right UMAP in (c) and (d) is color-coded by cortical region of origin (anterior lateral motor cortex - ALM, primary visual cortex - V1). e, Integration of E18, P2, P10, and P28 scATAC-seq datasets using Seurat CCA. Left UMAP is color-coded by timepoint, right is color-coded by cardinal class. f, Prediction score indicating the confidence of label transfer between each timepoint. Cluster labels were transferred from P2 to E18 (top), from P10 to P2 (middle) and from P28 and P10 (bottom). Label transfer prediction scores progressively increased over developmental time.


Extended Data Fig. 7 Integration of MGE-derived interneuron scRNA-and scATAC-seq datasets.
aâˆ’d, UMAPs showing scRNA- and scATAC-seq datasets integrated using Seurat CCA at E18 (a), P2 (b), P10 (c), and P28 (d). Top panel shows UMAP color-coded by RNA-seq cluster identity - i.e., the labels used for label transfer and calculation of prediction scores in Figure 2aâ€“d. Bottom panel UMAP is color-coded by cardinal class identity. eâˆ’h, UMAPs showing scRNA- and scATAC-seq datasets integrated using CONOS E18 (e), P2 (f), P10 (g), and P28 (h). Top panel shows UMAP color-coded by dataset of origin (RNA or ATAC). Bottom panel UMAP is color-coded by cardinal class identity. Cells from RNA and ATAC datasets integrated relatively well at later developmental timepoints, but were mostly segregated at earlier timepoints (E18, P2).


Extended Data Fig. 8 Distally located loci open in specific cardinal classes earlier in development than proximal elements.
a,Â Average signal (top) and signal at each locus (bottom) for peaks specifically called for PV cells at P28 that are within promoters or gene bodies (i.e., proximal elements). Promoter regions were defined as TSS+2 kb upstream.Â Signal within PV and SST cells at P28, P10, P2, and E18 are shown over a window 5 kb up- and down-stream of peak center (compare to Figure 2f, which zooms in to a 1 kb +/âˆ’ window). b, Average signal (top) and signal at each locus (bottom) for peaks specifically called for PV cells at P28 that are distally located at each timepoint. c, Average signal (top) and signal at each locus (bottom) for peaks specifically called for SST cells at P28 that are within promoters or gene bodies (proximal) at each timepoint. d, Average signal (top) and signal at each locus (bottom) for peaks specifically called for SST cells at P28 that are distally located at each timepoint. e, Top five enriched motifs for P28 PV-specific proximal peaks. f, Top five enriched motifs for P28 PV-specific distal peaks. g, Top five enriched motifs for P28 SST-specific proximal peaks. h, Top five enriched motifs for P28 SST-specific distal peaks.


Extended Data Fig. 9 MEF2C CUT&RUN in PV and SST interneurons at P28.
a,Â Number of peaks called in each CUT&RUN replicate from PV (blue) and SST (red) cells, and the number of peaks present in both replicates from each cell type (intersect). b,Â Percentage of peaks containing a canonical Mef2c motif in each replicate. c,Â Significance (-log p-value) of enrichment of Mef2c motif in each replicate. d, The distribution of CUT&RUN peaks that were also present in P28 ATAC peak sets containing MEF2C motifs. For this analysis, the CUT&RUN replicate intersect peak sets of PV and SST were subsetted for those peaks that were also present in the ATAC peaks called for each cell type at P28 and found to contain a canonical MEF2C motif. Of those, they were categorized for those that were present in both PV and SST ATAC peak sets or unique to one cell type. e, Compares peaks identified in CUT&RUN (orange) or jointly in CUT & RUN and ATAC-seq analyses (green). ATAC-seq peaks used in this analysis were those identified in each cell type at P28 regardless of presence or absence of a canonical Mef2c motif. Compare with Fig. 2j which performs the same analysis but only includes ATAC peaks with a Mef2c motif.Â f, g,Â HOMER results for de novo motif discovery in replicate intersect peak sets for PV and SST cINs. h,Â Genomic location of each CUT&RUN peak in replicate intersect peak sets for PV and SST cINs. i, Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV) snapshots showing bigwig files for each CUT&RUN replicate and associated peaks called in both replicates (intersect) for PV and SST cINs. Genomic loci shows are examples of genes with nearby peaks for commonly expressed genes (Rbfox1, Grin2a) and PV-enriched genes (Erbb4, Pthlh, Plxcd3). j and k, Gene Ontology (GO) term analysis. Each CUT&peak was associated with the nearest gene TSS. These lists of genes for PV and SST cells were then used as input for GO term analysis, revealing an enrichment of genes associated with synapse development.


Extended Data Fig. 10 Single-cell RNA- and ATAC-seq analysis of Mef2c cKO interneurons compared to wild-type (WT) cells at P2.
a, UMAP of P2 WT snRNA-seq and P2 Mef2c cKO snRNA-seq data integrated using Seurat and color-coded by cluster identity. WT dataset here was prepared using single nuclei to match cKO rather than the whole cell dataset (see Fig. 4). b, UMAP in (a) segregated according to timepoint and color-coded by cell type. c, Cluster composition delineated by (i) marker gene expression (ii) cell type (iii) cell number. Compare aâ€“c here with Fig. 4 aâ€“c â€” this figure contains single nucleus data for both WT and cKO while FigÂ 4 WT data is whole cell. d, UMAP of Mef2c cKO and WT cells color-coded by cluster. e, UMAP of Mef2c cKO and WT cells color-coded by genotype. f, UMAP of Mef2c cKO and WT cells color-coded by cardinal class identity. Mef2c cKO identity was determined by the accessibility of marker genes (see d) and assignment of clusters to the appropriate cardinal class. g, Gene body accessibility of SST and PV cIN marker genes (SST: Sst, Grin3a, Elfn1, Cacng3, Grm1, Satb1, Tmem91. PV: Tac1, Erbb4). h, Pie chart representation of scATAC-seq data showing the total number of peaks in E18 WT, P2 WT, and P2 Mef2c cKO, subdivided into peaks that are PV or SST cell specific or shared across both cell types. Compare to Figure 4d, which shows similar pie charts but only for peaks with Mef2c motifs.
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